
	

THE MARY ENGINE is a magical difference engine, it deciphers and adapts the different 
combinations of various music styles and fuses them into captivating alternative rock with 90´s 
influences and a great deal of enthusiasm for playing live on stage!

The band combines different elements of Pop, Rock, Metal and Goth and delights the audience 
with catchy refrains and melodies, with a bit of weirdness adding to the mixture.


The band was founded in 2019 in Hamburg, Germany and plans were made to release the first 
CD at the beginning of 2020. However, the COVID-19 pandemic put a stop to that and they had 
to wait until the end of 2021 to restart the project. In October 2022, their first CD „GOLD“ was 
finally released. It can be listened to on all usual streaming platforms and can be bought at 
Bandcamp; the CD itself is available at the „Plattenkiste“ in Hamburg or directly via the band. 

Contact: www.themaryengine.de


The Band:

Jenny Kaehler -Vocals

Milan Stokic - Guitar

Marek Stokic - Bass

Ramy Elkholy - Drums

http://www.themaryengine.de
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